DNA replication. Budding yeast origins of replication are bound by a complex of six proteins called the origin recognition complex or ORC (Bell and Stillman, 1992) . Examples of these proteins have been found in more complex eukaryotes (Gavin et al., 1995; Muzi-Falconi and Kelly, 1995) . ORC proteins are required for the initiation of DNA replication, and are found bound to replication origins throughout the cell cycle. However, in vivo footprinting experiments have shown that the protection pattern becomes extended in cells which have completed mitosis. It has been postulated that this may be due to association of additional factors to form a prereplicative complex making the chromatin permissive for DNA replication (Cocker et al., 1996 and references therein). Obvious candidates for these factors include the MCM proteins although as yet there is no direct evidence for this possibility. Therefore these experiments also lead to the idea that there are two steps in the control over S-phase, the first taking place after mitosis which leads to the formation of pre-replicative complexes, and the second occuring later in G1 which leads to the initiation of DNA replication.
The formation of pre-replicative complexes in budding yeast requires the Cdc6 protein (Cocker et al., 1996; Dahman et al., 1995) . Cells lacking the Cdc6 protein are unable to form the pre-replicative complex and cannot initiate DNA replication, whilst genetic experiments have implicated the CDC6 gene as rate limiting for origin function (Liang et al, 1995) . The importance of CDC6 in DNA replication control is further emphasized by the behaviour of cdc18, the closest homologue of CDC6 in fission yeast. Overexpression of cdc18 induces continuous re- replication.
At the end of G1, the rise in CDK activity activates DNA replication. Following activation of the replicative complex, a specific proteolytic A further link between cdc18, ORC, and cdc2 has machinery (requiring CDC16 and CDC27) degrades the Cdc6/cdc18 emerged from a two hybrid screen for proteins that bind class of proteins, irreversibly inactivating the previously active replithe cdc2 protein kinase (Leatherwood et al., 1996) . This cative complex. The phosphorylated MCMs are unable to interact screen revealed that p34 cdc2 could interact with the with the ORC complex. At the end of mitosis, the drop in CDK cdc18 and orp2 proteins, the latter being a fission yeast activity and the accumulation of Cdc6/cdc18 class of proteins allows homologue of the budding yeast Orc2. These potential the initiation process to start again.
interactions were confirmed in vivo in fission yeast cells using a GST-orp2 fusion protein which was found assoin G1 the actual initiation of DNA replication is brought ciated with p34 cdc2 and p65 cdc18 . Genetic and biochemical about by a rise in CDK activity, perhaps due to a physievidence from parallel studies in the budding yeast sugcally associated CDK, activating the replication comgest that ORC interacts similarly with the Cdc6 protein plex; this is step two in the control. The general rise (Liang et al., 1995) . These data indicate that there may be in CDK activity during and after S-phase blocks the a physical association between the Cdc6/cdc18 class formation of any further pre-replication complexes preof proteins, the ORC complex and the p34 cdc2 protein venting any origin from being used twice in a single cell kinase.
cycle. During S-phase and G2, the CDK activity present A Model for S-phase Control prevents unbound MCM proteins and perhaps other These various observations can be brought together components from becoming associated with origins. into the following speculative model of overall S-phase After mitosis the fall in CDK allows these proteins to control (Figure 1) . After mitosis the fall in CDK activity associate with the ORC resulting in the initiation process allows the MCM proteins and perhaps other compostarting again. nents to become associated with the ORC attached to If G2/M CDK activity is reduced artificially after S origins of replication. Formation of this pre-replicative phase has started, then the inhibitory phosphorylation complex also requires the Cdc6/cdc18 class of protein is lost allowing pre-replicative complexes to reform which may also be associated with the ORC. This is step one in the control acting over S-phase onset. Later (Dahman et al., 1995) . Similarly, overexpressing cdc18 may drive the formation of pre-replicative complexes; changes in proteolysis during the cell cycle. For example, is the proteolytic machinery degrading proteins at the elevated levels of p65 cdc18 may overwhelm the inhibitory phosphorylation due to the G2/M CDK. In both situthe end of mitosis similar to that acting at S-phase, or is specificity introduced by particular components of ations the formation of pre-replicative complexes in an unscheduled fashion could lead to the observed re-initithe machinery? However, it is clear that changes both in CDK phosphorylation and in proteolysis are important ation of DNA replication.
A Role For Proteolysis
for cell cycle progression. Exit from mitosis requires both CDK inactivation and activation of specific proteolThe above model explains how reformation of initiation complexes is prevented by CDK activity. However, it ysis, whilst entry into S-phase requires initially CDK inactivation followed by CDK activation. From the work redoes not explain how activated replication complexes bound to the DNA are inactivated once they have comviewed here it seems likely that exit from S-phase will require both continued CDK activity and further specific pleted replication. Although the ORC proteins themselves remain constant in level during the cell cycle, the proteolysis. The process of phosphorylation and proteolysis both provide rapid mechanisms for changing the Cdc6/cdc18 class of protein drops in level towards the end of S-phase. This drop in protein level may explain state of a cell. Phosphorylation changes are reversible allowing protein substrates to be conserved which why mutants altered in genes involved in proteolysis have recently been implicated in the control preventing makes this an economical process. Specific proteolysis is obviously more wasteful but if it is confined to just a re-replication of DNA (Heichman and Roberts, 1996) .
In a screen for budding yeast mutants that accumulate few key substrates, it has the advantage of providing a very definite on/off switch. There may be control advanexcess DNA, temperature sensitive mutants were isolated that accumulate a greater than normal DNA contages to the cell in using a combination of both mechanisms. Changes in phosphorylation would provide an tent. Two of these mutants proved to be alleles of CDC16 and CDC27, which encode proteins making up the comeconomical control which could regulate many of the components involved, whilst specific proteolysis of key plex involved in ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis (reviewed in Murray, 1995) . This is a multi-step process components would provide an irreversible commitment to beginning or ending a process. It seems likely that the resulting in ubiquitination of the protein substrate targeting it for degradation by the proteasome complex.
overall control of S-phase is going to involve changes in both CDK dependent phosphorylation and cell cycle Although ubiquitination is important in the degradation of many proteins, it is also involved more specifically in specific proteolysis. Improved understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying the control of DNA replithe degradation of key cell cycle proteins. It has been clearly implicated in the exit of mitosis, both for degradacation should illuminate more specifically how both phosphorylation and proteolysis bring about their regution of the G2/M CDK and of molecules postulated to hold sister chromatids together (see Murray, 1995 for latory effects over S-phase. references).
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